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Guardian of the Great Lakes
This collection of papers offers an alternative to mainstream functional linguistics on two points.
Especially in American linguistics, function and structure are often viewed almost as polar opposites; in
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addition, structure is often understood as being only a matter of linguistic form — or expression — as
opposed to content. The book tries to illustrate why function and structure must be understood as
mutually dependent in relation to language — and why the most interesting aspect of language structure
is the way it structures the content side of language. In this, the book represents a reaffirmation of
traditional concerns in structural linguistics, especially with respect to the structural integrity of
individual languages — but with a reversal of traditional priority: structure is not autonomous, but must
be understood on the basis of function. Without being hostile to typological and universal
generalizations, the articles suggest that similarities between languages can only be responsibly
discussed on the basis of an understanding that includes a respect for language differences. The book
contains discussions of a number of different languages including Nahuatl, Danish Sign Language,
French, and Tlapanec, and focuses on the way meaning is organized in the grammar of Danish. A final
section sums up theoretical perspectives.

Welcome to Replica Dodge
From the Appalachian highlands in the north to the Gulf Coast, this guide offers paddling opportunities
ranging from classic whitewater rapids to meandering rivers, quiet lakes, and saltwater estuaries. Join
authors Joe Cuhaj and Curt Burdick for a statewide tour of Alabama's premier paddling destinations for
the canoeist and kayaker. Each destination is described and mapped in detail, with information on put-in
points and take-outs, water conditions, and flora and fauna. Sidebars and at-a-glance data highlight local
history, seasonal attractions and cultural events, restaurants, paddlesports organizations, and much more.
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Canoeing Michigan Rivers
Oliver's War
In 2003, Fadela Amara founded Ni Putes Ni Soumises (NPNS), a French feminist social movement that
arose in the banlieues, or impoverished suburbs of Paris. This book provides a penetrating analysis of
the social, political, and economic conditions in France. It explores the how Amara founded NPNS and
much more.

River and Watershed Conservation Directory
For the first time, government guides have been enhanced in this easy-to-use book that better allow all
paddlers--from the beginner to the advanced--to plan their trips through the rivers and lakes of NorthCentral Saskatchewan.

Paddling Wisconsin
Assassination of a Michigan King
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A handy reference guide for fishing by boat and paddling many of the inland rivers, lakes, and creeks of
Benzie County, Michigan. Intended for those using a small-water fishing boat, canoe, or kayak, the
SECOND edition of this book now covers 32 of the county's 58 inland lakes, 2 of its 4 rivers, and 5 of
its many creeks -- ALL the navigable and publicly accessible inland water in the county. Also new is a
“Fish Typically Caught” table for the rivers and lakes. Note that one of the rivers, one of the creeks, and
six of the lakes are in the Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore. Discover lakes from 4 to 10,000
acres, rivers both quick and quiet, and creeks that explore the wild and natural Up North.? ?Some of the
details offered include: For each river and creek – length, paddle time, depth, width, type of water, and
difficulty. For each lake – area, shoreline length, and depth, inlets and outlets, and if motors are allowed
or it's a "no wake" lake. For all bodies of water – DNR map (for some), link to Google Maps of the area,
type of bottom, fish typically caught, where the fish are found, details for fishing and paddling, what to
expect once there, and helpful tips and comments. Complete access details – for boat launches and
access sites for all bodies of water including: type of access site and what's offered at each, GPS
coordinates, link to Google Maps, and detailed road directions. Also included is a road map of Benzie
County showing the location of all covered bodies of water and the major roads around them.? ?Whether
canoeing, kayaking, or fishing by boat, you'll find this guide invaluable. Keep a copy in your cottage,
car, truck, and tackle box!

Guide to Linear Algebra
The extraordinary life and assassination of a Mormon king on Michigan's Beaver Island
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Paddling the Northern Forest Canoe Trail: A Journey Through New England
History
In the early 1900s, William Rockefeller of Standard Oil, one of the world's wealthiest, most powerful
businessmen, decided to purchase a vast estate in the Adirondack Mountains of northern New York
State. The land he wanted consisted of traditional hunting and fishing grounds vital to settlers who had
lived in the mountains for generations. He purchased more than 50,000 acres and allowed no trespassing
on his property.To complete his estate, Rockefeller needed to remove the village of Brandon, which
stood in his way. Most of the residents left or were coerced by Rockefeller into leaving. A variety of
aggressive, onerous tactic were used to drive the people of Brandon from their homes.A diminutive
lumberjack named Oliver Lamora resisted, and for a decade the two men battled in the forest and in the
courts of New York State. The confrontation grew into a fight for control of the Adirondacks, and was
followed by newspapers from coast to coast. Threats, violence, arson, and murder all played a role in the
struggle. It pitted wealthy outsiders against poor mountain natives, and the two main protagonists,
Rockefeller and Lamora, were portrayed as a modern-day version of David and Goliath. This is the
uplifting, true story of a pioneer woodsman's heroic battle against incredible odds.

Essentials of River Kayaking
DNR Update
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Discover Michigan in a New Way Travel writer and Michigan native Paul Vachon shares his expert
perspective on the Great Lakes State, guiding you on a memorable and unique experience. Whether
you're hoping to go ice fishing, sample local fudge and wine, or explore Detroit's rhythmic roots and
auto museums, Moon Michigan has activities for every traveler. With itineraries like “A Romantic
Weekend on Mackinac Island” and “Historic Lighthouses,” expertly crafted maps, gorgeous photos, and
Paul's trustworthy advice, Moon Michigan provides the tools for planning your perfect trip! Moon
Michigan covers can't-miss sights and the best destinations including: Detroit The Thumb Ann Arbor
and the Heartland Traverse City Mackinac Island Upper Peninsula Southwest Coast

Northwoods Whitewater
Guides the reader to the most exciting kayaking to be found on the Western Great Lakes. Full
descriptions and maps for 49 trips, each carefully rated so that any kayaker can safely and confidently
paddle on these inland seas.

Taking French Feminism to the Streets
The sixth tale in our Legend series, The Legend of the Petoskey Stone focuses on the naming of this
unique fossil, found only on the shores of Lake Michigan. From the ancient, warm sea that covered most
of the state, through Native American history and the history of the town named after a great chief, The
Legend of the Petoskey Stone is a welcome addition to the fables so richly told and illustrated by this
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much-loved and honored children's book team.Author Kathy-jo Wargin has earned national acclaim
through award-winning children's classics such as Michigan's official state book, The Legend of
Sleeping Bear, Children's Choice Award winner The Legend of the Loon, The Edmund Fitzgerald: Song
of the Bell, and many others. Kathy-jo enjoys writing about nature and its effect on all our lives, and is a
frequent guest speaker throughout the country. She is also a faculty member of the Bear River Writers
Workshop, sponsored by the University of Michigan. She lives in Petoskey, Michigan. Since the
publication of The Legend of Sleeping Bear, artist Gijsbert van Frankenhuyzen has been an established
presence in the world of children's book illustration. His many other titles with Sleeping Bear Press
include The Edmund Fitzgerald: Song of the Bell, Adopted by an Owl, Jam & Jelly by Holly & Nellie,
and The Legend of Leelanau. Gijsbert and his family live in Bath, Michigan.

River Conservation Directory
Details the history of the iron-hulled war steamer USS "Michigan"

Paddling Michigan
New York Times Bestseller Winner of the Los Angeles Times Book Prize Winner of the J. Anthony
Lukas Award "Nimbly splices together history, science, reporting and personal experiences into a taut
and cautiously hopeful narrative.… Egan’s book is bursting with life (and yes, death)." —Robert Moor,
New York Times Book Review The Great Lakes—Erie, Huron, Michigan, Ontario, and Superior—hold 20
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percent of the world’s supply of surface fresh water and provide sustenance, work, and recreation for
tens of millions of Americans. But they are under threat as never before, and their problems are
spreading across the continent. The Death and Life of the Great Lakes is prize-winning reporter Dan
Egan’s compulsively readable portrait of an ecological catastrophe happening right before our eyes,
blending the epic story of the lakes with an examination of the perils they face and the ways we can
restore and preserve them for generations to come.

Paddling Alabama
A struggling cottonwood sapling becomes a landmark to travelers, a peace-medicine tree, and after its
death in 1834, a yoke which is used on the trail to Santa Fe.

The Project
A story about place, interfaith, and what it means to come home.

Moon Michigan
This textbook offers a carefully paced and sympathetic treatment of linear algebra, assuming knowledge
only of the basic notation and elementary ideas of set theory. It progresses gradually to the more
powerful and abstract notions of linear algebra, providing exercises which test and develop the reader's
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understanding at the end of each section. Full answers are given for most of the exercises to facilitate
self-paced study.

Paddling Routes of North-Central Saskatchewan
This exciting and demanding sport is much different than its flat-water sibling, with different equipment
and techniques, all of which are covered in Basic Illustrated Sea Kayaking. Full-color images cover the
many sea kayak models and accessories, as well as important information on tides and currents, packing
and loading tips for comfort and safety, and a glossary chock-full of helpful terminology. You'll discover
how to perfect your paddle stroke, perform self rescues and assisted rescues, paddle and navigate safely,
pack your sea kayak for an expedition, and get your kayak on and off your vehicle.

Constraints and Constraint Negotiation by Women Sea Kayakers' Participation in a
Women-only Course
Includes chapters on water safety, paddling instructions, and listings of game-fish species for each
waterway

New Solutions for the Heart
Two college friends, Sam Brakeley and Andy Rougeot, embark upon a 39-day canoe trip on the
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Northern Forest Canoe Trail through New England. Rapids, wildlife, and mishaps all add spice to their
740-mile journey, but it is the unique flavor of northern New England and the eclectic individuals who
populate the region that make it singularly memorable.

Michigan Manufacturer & Financial Record
Paddling Wisconsin pulls together 40 excellent paddling adventures, offering destinations evenly spread
throughout the state. The focus is on recreational paddling and so all trips avoid complicated put-ins,
portages, and dangerous expert sections, while offering something unique in terms of setting, geology,
and wildlife. While most trips involve rivers, there are also a few notable lake paddles that offer scenery
and exploration opportunities one won't find anywhere else. Rivers range from the mighty Mississippi to
the humble trout-waters of the White River. Each paddle provides a map of the route. Paddle summaries
– including the route itself and the character of the waterway at large – are clear and detailed so paddlers
will know exactly what toxpect. Quick information makes the logistics of each paddle clear for accurate
trip planning and includes explicit directions to landings with GPS coordinates. Short write-ups -- about
history, geology, and other attractions – are interspersed throughout the book.

Paddling Wisconsin
"Ancient records of canoes are found from the Pacific Northwest to the coast of Maine, in Minnesota
and Mexico, in the Southeast, and across the Caribbean. And if a native of those distant times might
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encounter a canoe of our day, whether birch bark or dugout or a modern marvel made of carbon fiber, its
silhouette would be instantly recognizable. This is the story of that singular American artifact, so little
changed over time: of canoes, old and new, the people who made them, and the labors and adventures
they shared. With features of technology, industry, art, and survival, the canoe carries us deep into the
natural and cultural history of North America. "--

Fodor's Family Adventures
Volunteering at the local library during a quick-rising flood, best friends Luke and Tommy discover a
long-lost book that is being sought by a secret Nazi society that would use the information it contains to
change the outcome of World War II. By the author of Brain Jack.

Wild Shore
Offers detailed descriptions of fifteen hundred miles of canoeing water on forty-five rivers in Michigan,
including maps showing access sites, campgrounds, put ins and take outs, roads, and bridges.

Canoes
Although cardiac surgery has made an enormous progress during the last decades, the discipline has to
cope with essential changes: Patients are increasingly cared for by cardiologists and therefore referred to
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the surgeon in a later stage of disease. Consequently, they are more often in an increasingly serious state
or in advanced age with significant comorbidities. In order to meet the requirements of these different
patient groups, cardiosurgical treatments require special protectional strategies for the heart in order to
perform the planned operations safely. This book presents the latest knowledge of modern techniques of
myocardial protection taking into consideration the different patient groups and current scientific
strategies. Furthermore, it discusses present and future scientific approaches in myocardial protection
and preservation.

Canoeing and Kayaking Ohio's Streams
Introduction to Paddling
Basic Illustrated Sea Kayaking
The most complete and up-to-date guide available to canoeing and paddling destinations in Michigan.
Includes more than 70 whitewater and flatwater trips in both the Upper and Lower Peninsulas.

Alaska River Guide
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Paddling Wisconsin pulls together 40 excellent paddling adventures, offering destinations evenly spread
throughout the state. The focus is on recreational paddling and so all trips avoid complicated put-ins,
portages, and dangerous expert sections, while offering something unique in terms of setting, geology,
and wildlife. While most trips involve rivers, there are also a few notable lake paddles that offer scenery
and exploration opportunities one won't find anywhere else. Rivers range from the mighty Mississippi to
the humble trout-waters of the White River. Each paddle provides a map of the route. Paddle summaries
– including the route itself and the character of the waterway at large – are clear and detailed so paddlers
will know exactly what toxpect. Quick information makes the logistics of each paddle clear for accurate
trip planning and includes explicit directions to landings with GPS coordinates. Short write-ups -- about
history, geology, and other attractions – are interspersed throughout the book.

Tree in the Trail
The rich tapestry of Alaska is threaded together by 365,000 miles of waterways, from cascading
mountain streams to meandering valley rivers, from the meltwaters of glaciers to broad rivers that empty
into the sea. This guide profiles a wide variety of rivers from all over Alaska, concentrating on trips for
intermediate boaters, and including a few major expeditions for the experienced river-runner. A section
on gear outlines what to take into the backcountry.

Guide to Sea Kayaking on Lakes Superior and Michigan
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A travel guide for the paddling-inclined. The Paddler’s Guide to Michigan takes users to the best quiet
waters in the Great Lakes state, including rivers, inland lakes, and the Great Lakes. The guide is full of
helpful suggestions for how to have the best paddling trips, even at the most popular destinations. Just
because a river can be paddled, it doesn’t mean the experience will be a good one, so outdoorsman and
journalist Jeff Counts has researched and paddled all these waters to bring you tips and details to make
your outings as enjoyable as possible. He offers comprehensive information to help those who own
kayaks arrange their own trips as well as info for the more casual kayaker who wishes to work with
outfitters.

A Guide to Benzie County Michigan Rivers, Lakes, and Creeks
The Living Great Lakes
The official word on kayaking basics from the American Canoe Association, the nation's most respected
authority on paddling, Essentials of Kayak Touring and Essentials of River Kayaking provide beginning
paddlers with everything they need to enjoy a safe kayak outing. Beginning with instructions on how to
be safe in the water, including proper use of equipment, preparing for cold, wind, and waves, and
learning basic skills such as how to maintain their balance, these texts provide thorough information for
those just starting to paddle. Find out how to select a kayak, proper lifting and carrying techniques, and
how to launch it into the water. With well-written text and illustrations, learn all the basic strokes and
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maneuvers and important rescue techniques. Appendices include a glossary of kayaking terms and a list
of resource organizations. Paddling safely requires, above all, the exercise of good judgment. And part
of developing good judgment is understanding the challenges and hazards inherent in any situation and
one's own ability to meet them.

Content, Expression and Structure
A true story of adventure and a two-year quest to navigate the greatest of the Great Lakes. An avid
history buff, Breining follows the routes of the Ojibwa and the voyageurs. He explores the mix of
cultures that created the Lake Superior region we know today. Illustrated throughout with the author's
striking photos, "Wild Shore" will be a welcome book to those who love the beauty of Lake Superior, to
adventures, and to armchair travelers everywhere.

History of the Ottawa and Chippewa Indians of Michigan
Award-winning nature author Jerry Dennis reveals the splendor and beauty of North America’s Great
Lakes in this “masterwork”* history and memoir of the essential environmental and economical region
shared by the United States and Canada. No bodies of water compare to the Great Lakes. Superior is the
largest lake on earth, and together all five contain a fifth of the world’s supply of standing fresh water.
Their ten thousand miles of shoreline border eight states and a Canadian province and are longer than
the entire Atlantic and Pacific coasts of the United States. Their surface area of 95,000 square miles is
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greater than New York, New Jersey, Connecticut, Massachusetts, Vermont, New Hampshire, and Rhode
Island combined. People who have never visited them—who have never seen a squall roar across
Superior or the horizon stretch unbroken across Michigan or Huron—have no idea how big they are. They
are so vast that they dominate much of the geography, climate, and history of North America, affecting
the lives of tens of millions of people. The Living Great Lakes: Searching for the Heart of the Inland
Seas is the definitive book about the history, nature, and science of these remarkable lakes at the heart of
North America. From the geological forces that formed them and the industrial atrocities that nearly
destroyed them, to the greatest environmental success stories of our time, Superior, Michigan, Huron,
Erie, and Ontario are portrayed in all their complexity. A Michigan native, Jerry Dennis also shares his
memories of a lifetime on or near the lakes, including a six-week voyage as a crewmember on a
tallmasted schooner. On his travels, he collected more stories of the lakes through the eyes of biologists,
fishermen, sailors, and others he befriended while hiking the area’s beaches and islands. Through storms
and fog, on remote shores and city waterfronts, Dennis explores the five Great Lakes in all seasons and
moods and discovers that they and their connecting waters—including the Erie Canal, the Hudson River,
and the East Coast from New York to Maine—offer a surprising and bountiful view of America. The
result is a meditation on nature and our place in the world, a discussion and cautionary tale about the
future of water resources, and a celebration of a place that is both fragile and robust, diverse, rich in
history and wildlife, often misunderstood, and worthy of our attention. “This is history at its best and
adventure richly described.”—*Doug Stanton, author of In Harm’s Way: The Sinking of the U.S.S.
Indianapolis and the Extraordinary Story of Its Survivors and 12 Strong: The Declassified True Story of
the Horse Soldiers Sigurd Olson Nature Writing Award Winner Winner of Best Book of 2003 by the
Outdoor Writers Association of America
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Whitewater, Quietwater
With more than one hundred full-color photographs and eighty maps, a comprehensive guide to
whitewater canoeing in the region surrounding Lake Superior includes a detailed rating system to help
canoers and kayakers select the best river suited to their level of experience, as well as detailed
descriptions of numerous rivers, creeks, falls, and rapids in the area. Original.

The Death and Life of the Great Lakes
This amply illustrated introduction to flatwater and river paddling will be an important resource for both
instructors and those who like to teach themselves.

The Paddler's Guide to Michigan
With in-depth coverage of Wisconsin, Upper Michigan, and northeast Minnesota, Whitewater;
Quietwater will prepare you for the paddling adventures of a lifetime. This totally updated classic guide
describes over 750 miles of wild and tame rivers. And with new and improved maps, the guide is easier
to use than ever before. Not only do Bob and Jody Palzer describe the rivers of this majestic region, they
also include vital information on equipment, technique safety, clubs and organizations. (8 1/2 x 11, 176
pages, maps, diagrams, b & w photos)
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The Legend of the Petoskey Stone
Scotland offers astonishing variety: its iconic lochs and mountains, as well as lively cities such as
Edinburgh and Glasgow, have strong allure. Visitors from North America increased 28% in 2014, to
over 500,000. St. Andrews is a pilgrimage for golfers; castles dot the country; and whisky distilleries are
gaining popularity. Scotland's customs and products--from tartans to tweeds--are known worldwide, but
there's nothing like experiencing them firsthand. -EXPANDED COVERAGE: The Experience Scotland
chapter includes several new features: "Need to Know" helps with everything from budgeting to when to
go; two new "Great Itineraries" showcase first-time highlights and the popular Highlands and islands;
and "Festivals and Events" presents the top events to plan a trip around. In addition, look for Edinburgh's
and Glasgow's hottest new restaurants and hotels, showcasing the best of Scottish food and style. Fresh
recommendations for outdoor activities have been added in the most popular areas. -COLOR SECTION:
An 8-page color insert at the start of the guide contains a brief introduction and spectacular photos that
capture the top experiences and attractions throughout Scotland. These range from stunning natural
sights to the simple pleasure of visiting a pub. -SPECIAL FEATURES: Features help travelers
experience the essence of Scotland, including choosing the best castles to see, planning a whisky
distillery visit, and discovering great local fare in the cities or countryside. -INDISPENSABLE TRIP
PLANNING TOOLS: Features such as Top Experiences and Great Itineraries make planning simple; "If
You Like" in Experience Scotland highlights where to find the best of eight top Scottish experiences
from hikes to island havens. Convenient chapter overviews present each region and its highlights, and
chapter planning sections have savvy advice for making the most of your time and getting around by car
and public transportation, including island hopping. -DISCERNING RECOMMENDATIONS: Fodor's
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Scotland offers savvy advice and recommendations from local writers to help travelers make the most of
their time. Fodor's Choice designates our best picks, from hotels to nightlife. -INCLUDES: Edinburgh,
Glasgow, St. Andrews, Isle of Skye, Inverness, Loch Ness, Loch Lomond, Islay, Glencoe, and more.
-ABOUT FODOR'S AUTHORS: Each Fodor's Travel Guide is researched and written by local experts.
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